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Tunable nano-replication to explore the omniphobic
characteristics of springtail skin

René Hensel1, Ralf Helbig1, Sebastian Aland2, Axel Voigt2, Christoph Neinhuis3,4 and Carsten Werner1,4

Springtails (Collembola) are wingless arthropods adapted to cutaneous respiration in temporarily rain-flooded and microbially

contaminated habitats by a non-wetting and antiadhesive skin surface that is mechanically rather stable. Recapitulating the

robust and effectively repellent surface characteristics of springtail skin in engineered materials may offer exciting opportunities

for demanding applications, but it requires a detailed understanding of the underlying design principles. Towards this aim and

based on our recent analysis of the structural features of springtail skin, we developed a tunable polymer replication process to

dissect the contributions of different structural elements and surface chemistry to the omniphobic performance of the cuticle.

The Cassie–Wenzel transition at elevated pressures was explored by in situ plastron collapse experiments and by numerical FEM

simulations. The results obtained unravel the decisive role of nanoscopic cuticle structures for the protection of springtails

against wetting, and explain how the evolved nanotopography enables the production of omniphobic surfaces even from

intrinsically hydrophilic polymer materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Springtails (Collembola), wingless arthropods are probably the most
abundant hexapods on Earth1 and an integral component of the soil
community2 with more than 8000 species.3 Differing from insects,
most springtail species respire through the skin.4,5 Consequently, their
survival is affected by transpiration, that is critically dependent on
environmental humidity.6,7 In turn, complete wetting of their skin
blocks gas exchange and results in suffocation.
The consequent repellence of aqueous media evolved by the spring-

tail skin has been known for more than half a century.6,8,9 However, the
remarkable wetting resistance of the skin surfaces even against wetting
by low-surface-tension liquids such as alkanes or ethyl alcohol and
against bacterial adhesion were only recently quantitatively described.10

These findings reflect the adaptation to habitats where water is
massively loaded with surface-active substances originating from
decaying organic matter and from microorganisms.
A most striking feature of springtail skin is the hierarchically

arranged and highly textured surface.9–11 Surface roughness has been
extensively studied in general and shown to affect the macroscopic
surface wetting properties significantly: In the Cassie state, liquids can
be sustained at the top of the asperities and air (designated as
plastron) is trapped inside the grooves of the rough surface
underneath the liquid, resulting in a minimal solid–liquid contact
area.12,13 In the Wenzel state, liquids can penetrate the grooves and

wet the entire rough surface characterized by a maximal solid–liquid
contact area.14 The metastable Cassie state can be transferred to the
Wenzel state by means of supplied energy15,16 and geometric
parameters of rough surfaces have been discussed to influence the
energy barrier that must be overcome for complete wetting.17

Analysing the resulting wetting behaviour of rough surfaces is
clearly more demanding if the surface roughness is hierarchically
assembled with at least two sets of rough structures,18–20 as is
common for many naturally occurring water-repellent surfaces.21–24

Therefore, the identification and mechanistic understanding of
omniphobic and antiadhesive surface patterns evolved by living
organisms still defines a challenge, where springtail skin represents a
particularly interesting example.
Towards this aim, we have now adapted a nanoimprint lithography

scheme as this recently developed methodology allows for the faithful
replication of delicate morphologies with a few tens of nanometers
resolution in polymeric materials of defined bulk and surface
chemistry.25,26 When applying elastomeric moulds, the approach
even permits the transfer of high aspect ratios, large overhangs27

and even closed loops.28 Successful replication of various different
hierarchically assembled biological templates such as plant leaves,29

insect corneas30,31 or grasshopper wings32 was recently demonstrated.
Using this approach, we explored the role of distinct skin features

in creating the unique omniphobic characteristics of springtail cuticle.
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A tunable nanoimprint replication process was developed to translate
the skin structure of Tetrodontophora bielanensis (European giant
springtail) into polymer replicas with defined variations in nano-
scopic surface morphology and surface chemistry. We performed
static contact angle measurements and determined the in situ wetting
resistance at elevated pressures. In addition, the dynamics of the
Cassie–Wenzel transition at the unravelled nanotopographies were
investigated in detail by numerical FEM simulation and the results
obtained were compared with experimental data.
With this approach, we were able to decipher the protection

mechanism of springtail skin against wetting, and quantitatively
determined the structural and chemical requirements for employing
this design concept in the development of artificial structures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Tetrodontophora bielanensis springtails were collected in the wooded mountains

of Saxony near Dresden, southeastern Germany. The animals were kept as

laboratory colonies in large petridishes using soil, litter, decaying wood and

moss from their original habitat as food source and substrate.

Replication process

Mould preparation. Individual animals were freshly prepared by freezing at

�20 1C for 30min immediately before mould preparation was started. The

animal was ventrally dipped into Fluorolink MD700 (MW¼ 1500 gmol�1,

Solvay Solexis, Bollate, Italy) precursor solution containing 0.5wt% Irgacure

651 (CIBA, Basel, Switzerland) and mechanically fixed by exposing to UV-

irradiation 2min by DELOLUX 04 (DELO, Windach, Germany) at each side.

Next, Fomblin MD40 (MW¼ 4000 gmol�1, Solvay Solexis) precursor solution

containing 0.5wt% Irgacure 651 was applied dorsally onto the animal skin and

exposed to vacuum of B1 hPa for 3 h to ensure infiltration of the entire skin

by the precursor solution. Fomblin MD40 was crosslinked by exposing to UV-

irradiation for 5min under nitrogen atmosphere. Subsequently, the cured

elastomeric MD40 mould was gently peeled from the springtail skin.

Route A: Fabrication of faithful PEGda replicas. A PEGda (Mn¼ 700 gmol�1,

Sigma Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany) precursor solution containing 0.5wt%

Irgacure 651 was cast onto the prepatterned MD40 mould and exposed to

vacuum of 3� 10�3 hPa for 12 h. PEGda was crosslinked by exposing to UV-

irradiation for 5min under nitrogen atmosphere. Subsequently, the PEGda

polymer replica was gently peeled from the MD40 mould.

Route B: Fabrication of PEGda replicas without primary granules. A high-

viscous PDMS Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning, Wiesbaden, Germany) precursor

solution was freshly mixed with the curing reagent in the ratio 10:1, cast onto

the prepatterned MD40 mould and exposed to vacuum of 1 hPa for 12h. The

residuary PDMS crosslinking took place at room temperature over two more

days. The elastomeric PDMS replica was gently peeled from the MD40 mould

and used as template for the preparation of a further MD40 mould that, in

turn, was used to make PEGda polymer replicas using the same procedure as

described above in route A.

Surface treatment
For Teflon-AF-coating, the PEGda polymer replicas were dipped (1min) into a

solution of 0.6wt% of amorphous fluoropolymer Teflon (Teflon AF, DuPont,

Wilmington, DE, USA) diluted in a fully fluorinated solvent FC-77 (3M,

Haven, Belgium). After withdrawing, the replicas were dried (10min) on a hot

plate at 60 1C.

Contact angle measurements
Static contact angle measurements were performed using the contact angle

system OCA 30 (DataPhysics Instruments, Filderstadt, Germany). Droplets

(B2ml) of Milli-Q filtered water (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and

hexadecane (Sigma-Aldrich) were dorsally applied at the skin of T. bielanensis

and its polymer replicas. Dynamic contact angle measurements of the

Collembola skin and its polymer replicas were impossible due to the restricted

sample area. Smooth reference polymer films were used for the determination

of the intrinsic contact angles using dynamic contact angle measurements. The

static contact angle was estimated as Ystat ¼ arccos cosYadv þ cosYrec
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where Ystat

is the static contact angle, Yadv is the advancing contact angle, and is Yrec the

receding contact angle.

In situ plastron collapse tests
Plastron collapse experiments were performed using a self-made setup that

consisted of an optical microscope, a water pump, a processing unit and a

water-flooded chamber where the samples were previously placed (cf.

Figure 3a). The liquid reservoir was linearly compressed 50 hPa s�1 by

increasing hydrostatic pressure and images were simultaneously recorded

using an optical microscope unit. To minimize the influence of the gas

solubility in water, the experiments were carried out at a water-air ratio of 10:1.

SEM and TEM imaging
Scanning electron microscopy studies were performed using a Gemini DSM

982 (Carl Zeiss SMT, Oberkochen, Germany). The animals were prepared by

freezing and subsequent air-drying without any fixation. All samples (animals,

moulds and replicas) were coated with 3 nm platinum (BAL-TEC SCD 500,

BalTec, Pfäffikon, Switzerland) to eliminate surface charging effects. Transmis-

sion electron microscopy studies were carried out using an EM 912 Omega

(Carl Zeiss SMT). The samples were fixed, stained and subsequently sliced into

ultrathin sections as described in Helbig, R. et al.10

RESULTS

The hierarchical structure of the skin of T. bielanensis is depicted in
Figure 1. At the nanoscopic level, primary granules are joined by
interconnecting ridges covering the entire body of the springtail in a
rhombic comb-like lattice. They form nanoscopic cavities with a
mean diameter of about 300 nm. The primary granules protrude
above the ridges so that, in sectional view, the nanocavities exhibit
overhangs. The skin at the bottom of these cavities has to be highly
permeable to enable skin respiration.9 At the microscopic scale,
T. bielanensis possess papillose secondary granules and a limited
number of thin bristles as a tertiary structure. The secondary granules
are completely decorated by primary granules excluding the smooth
domes at the top of these papillae.
In order to resolve the impact of the individual structure elements

on the characteristics of the springtail skin, we developed an adaptive
replication process that is depicted schematically in Figure 2a (for
more SEM images of each replication step, see the Supplementary
Section 1 and Supplementary Figure S1). Starting from the biological
template, T. bielanensis, the whole skin features were firstly captured
by an elastomeric perfluoropolyether dimethacrylate (PFPEdma)
mould. The mould material has a high fluorine content B58wt%
that inhibited chemical crossreactions with the biological template
due to its chemical inertness.31 The PFPEdma mould as the negative
replica of the natural skin was then the starting point for the
fabrication of polymer skin replicas by two different routes. In
route A, poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGda) was used as a
liquid prepolymer. After crosslinking the PEGda and subsequent
demoulding, the polymer replicas possessed the entire superficial
granular surface structure of T. bielanensis but did not contain any
bristles (see Supplementary Figure S2). In route B, polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS) was used as the liquid prepolymer, with a significantly
higher viscosity. The penetration of the more viscous prepolymer into
the smallest pores of the mould was nearly inhibited (for more details,
see Supplementary Section 2). Thus, the replicas of route B did not
contain the nanoscopic primary granules and nanocavities. Further-
more, the generated PDMS replicas were used as templates for
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making replicas from PEGda polymer, the same material as used in
route A, which, of course, did also not contain primary granules. The
crosslinked PEGda polymer is intrinsically hydrophilic, that is,
wettable by water. A second set of polymer replicas was produced
according to route A and route B as described above but additionally
coated by amorphous Teflon (Teflon AF). This fluoropolymer is
intrinsically hydrophobic due to its low surface energy of about
B13.6� 10�3 Jm�2.33 In sum, we produced polymer skin replicas of
similar chemical bulk composition, but with distinctive surface

Figure 1 Skin pattern of T. bielanensis (European giant springtail). The

inserts represents SEM images of the several skin features of the

hierarchically structured skin. The smallest elements are primary granules

that are joined by interconnecting ridges and spatially arranged in a

rhombic comb-like lattice. Transmission electron micrograph of a section

through the skin shows a nanocavity (diameter B300nm) that exhibits

overhangs formed by adjacent primary granules. T. bielanensis possess

papillose secondary granules and a limited number of thin bristles as

secondary and tertiary structures, respectively. The secondary granules are

completely decorated by primary granules excluding the smooth domes at
the top of these papillae. Figure 2 Replication process flow and the contact angle measurements.

(a) Schematic illustration of the sample preparation via replication of the

natural skin of T. bielanensis. Two routes are feasible albeit distinctive

regarding the nanoscopic morphology; route A generates faithful polymer

skin replicas with primary granules, whereas route B leads to polymer

replicas without primary granules. The material of the final replicas (in both

routes) is poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGda), a hydro and lyophilic

polymer. In a further step, the surface chemistry is varied between

untreated and Teflon-AF-coated polymer replicas. Scale bars: 3mm.

(b) Determined static contact angles using droplets of water (black bars) as

a polar liquid with high surface tension and hexadecane (white bars) as a

non-polar liquid with low surface tension.
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morphologies regarding the presence of the primary granules and
distinctive surface chemistries.
The wetting of the generated polymer skin replicas was studied

with contact angle goniometry using the skin of T. bielanensis, and
smooth polymer films of the respective replica materials as references.
Water was applied as a polar liquid with high surface tension
(g¼ 72.3� 10�3Nm�1) and hexadecane as a non-polar liquid with
low surface tension (g¼ 27.5� 10�3Nm�1). The results of the
contact angle measurements are depicted in Figure 2b. The smooth
films were used to determine the intrinsic contact angles, YY, of the
polymer surfaces without any influences of the surface roughness
reflecting the moderately hydrophilic (YY,waterD561) and lyophilic
(YY,hexadecaneD221) behaviour of PEGda polymer. Teflon-AF-coated
polymer surfaces were intrinsically hydrophobic (YY,waterD1181) and
moderately lyophilic (YY,hexadecaneD651). The contact angle data of

the replica samples showed a clear correlation with the distinctive
surface morphologies: Polymer replica surfaces containing primary
granules produced contact angles considerably 4901 with values up
to 1501 for both test liquids, reflecting an omniphobic wetting
performance irrespective of the polymer surface chemistry. In con-
trast, PEGda polymer replicas without replication of the nanoscopic
surface morphology of the springtail skin were completely soaked by
both test liquids resulting in macroscopic contact angles of about 01.
Teflon-AF-coating of the latter replicas afforded water repellence but
were soaked by hexadecane.
Thus, T. bielanensis and its faithful polymer replicas exhibited an

omniphobic wetting performance irrespective of their surface
chemistry based on the Cassie state of the liquid exposed to the
surface, that is, a minimized liquid–solid contact area and a plastron
underneath the liquid phase. The presence of such a plastron is

Figure 3 Pressure resistance and dynamics of the Cassie–Wenzel transition. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup that consists of an optical

microscope, a water pump, a processing unit and a water-flooded chamber (cross-sectional view) where the samples (green) were previously placed. Insert

(1) shows the plastron (air cushion) that was formed around T. bielanensis by a visible shiny appearance. The disappearance of the shine was observed

in situ using an optical microscope while at the same time the hydrostatic pressure inside the aqueous phase was linearly increased. Insert (2) shows the

animal after final plastron collapse. Scale bars: 1mm. (b) Determined breakthrough pressures that provide the robustness of the Cassie state a priori of the

set of polymer skin replicas in reference to T. bielanensis. (c) Numerical FEM-simulations to explore the dynamics of Cassie–Wenzel transition. On the left

hand side, a sectional view through secondary granules that are either decorated by primary granules or not and the initial position of the fluid interface is

schematically represented. On the right hand side, numerical results are presented by snap shots from left to right that display the advancing liquid front

(blue) displacing the plastron (white) inside certain complex-shaped solid phase fields (black). Both hydrophilic (YY¼601) and hydrophobic (YY¼1201)

surfaces were considered similar to the experimental setup in our simulations. The hydrostatic pressure difference ptop�pbottom¼ ph between the top and

bottom boundary was imposed as boundary conditions, which pushes the fluids downwards for ph40. (*) The numerical results that are denoted by collapse

of the nanoplastron are independent simulations regardless of the dissapearance of the microplastron and elaborate on the final collapse of the remaining

plastrons inside the nanocavities.
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obvious from its shiny appearance due to the total internal reflection
of light at the liquid–air interface (see insert 1 in Figure 3a). With
elevated pressures, the plastron structures gradually disappear, defin-
ing a measure for the Cassie–Wenzel transition of the respective
surface structure. Plastron collapse tests were performed in situ to
explore the robustness of the observed Cassie state of liquid in contact
with T. bielanensis and the derived polymer replicas. The experimental
setup of the applied pressure chamber is depicted schematically in
Figure 3a. Upon immersion of the samples, the plastron was
immediately formed and its shine gradually disappeared with
increasing hydrostatic pressure (see Supplementary Movie S1 and
S2). The pressure at which the plastron finally collapsed was defined
as breakthrough pressure and the values are depicted in Figure 3b.
The plastron formed around T. bielanensis collapsed at pressures of
about 4200hPa. Nearly the same value was determined for the
untreated, faithful PEGda polymer replicas with pressures of about
3900hPa. The breakthrough pressure values for the Teflon-AF-coated
polymer replicas containing nanoscopic granules even exceeded those
observed for the animals and were determined to 7200hPa. In
contrast, the untreated PEGda polymer skin replicas without primary
granules were readily soaked after dipping into the aqueous phase.
Teflon-AF-coating of these structures enabled the formation of a
plastron but resulted in a significantly lower hydrostatic resistance of
about 1800 hPa. Thus, the durability of the Cassie state clearly
depends on both the nanoscopic morphology and the surface
chemistry. The primary granules evolved by the springtail skin were
found to afford the Cassie state even for intrinsically hydrophilic
surfaces and the resistance against wetting at elevated pressures was
enhanced by a factor of four when these replica surfaces were coated
with Teflon AF.
As obvious from the experimental data obtained, the resistance of

the springtail skin against wetting is strongly influenced by its
particular nanotopography, which was now successfully replicated in
faithful polymer structures. In order to gain further insights into the
design principle of the skin resulting in the protective effect, the
dynamics of the experimentally observed Cassie–Wenzel transition
were analysed further by numerical FEM-simulations. With this
approach, we specifically considered the enforced wetting of the
nanoscopic patterned groove between two adjacent secondary
granules. The two-dimensional simulations are based on a diffuse
interface approach34 (for further details, see the Supplementary
Section 3). As boundary conditions, we imposed a hydrostatic
pressure difference ptop�pbottom¼ ph between the top and bottom
boundary, which pushed the fluids downwards for ph40. Further-
more, the considered solid phase fields were kept open at the bottom
to focus on the impact of the geometric parameters of the solid
surface by neglecting the effects of trapped air inside a closed cavity.
Similar to the experimental setup, both hydrophilic (YY¼ 601) and
hydrophobic (YY¼ 1201) surfaces were considered in our simula-
tions. Figure 3c illustrates the initial situation and the Cassie–Wenzel
dynamics with a few transition states. Neglecting gravity and
assuming that the length scale of the surface roughness remains
below the capillary length of the applied aqueous phase, the fluid
interface between the water and the plastron can be considered as
approximately planar in the equilibrium state (ptop¼ pbottom). Start-
ing the experiment by continuously increasing the hydrostatic
pressure, the three-phase contact line was found to propagate down-
wards until the edges of the first overhangs were reached. At these
edges, the three-phase contact line became pinned due to the shape
changes of the solid–air interface35 referred to as the canthotaxis
effect.36 Further elevated hydrostatic pressures resulted in sagging of

the water–air interface into the groove between the secondary
granules, due to the sustained pinning of the three-phase contact
line at the edges. When the expanding water–air interface approached
the next adjacent primary granules, the fluid front jumped over
without soaking the nanocavities in between the primary granules.
The liquid front discontinuously penetrated the microscopic groove
between the secondary granules in discrete slip-stick steps that
resulted from pinning and sag-transition phenomena. The observed
dynamics was similar for hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. In
both cases, nanoplastrons remained stuck inside the nanocavities.
Furthermore, in line with experimental data, we found that the
described disappearance of the plastron inside the microscopic
grooves was reversible (for further details, see Supplementary
Section 4 and Supplementary Figure S3). The robustness of the
remaining nanoplastrons formed the last barrier against complete
wetting of the solid surface, that is, the Wenzel state. The dynamics of
the final transition step is depicted in the panel on the right hand side
in Figure 3c. The nanoplastron inside the hydrophilic cavity is less
stable and collapsed at lower hydrostatic pressures than the remained
plastron inside the hydrophobic cavity in accordance with the
experimental results. In sum, the evolved nanotopography of spring-
tail skin caused wetting to occur as a two-stage Cassie–Wenzel
transition process, where the advancing liquid front penetrated the
microscopic grooves between adjacent secondary granules before the
remaining plastrons inside the nanocavities collapsed. In the absence
of overhangs, the Cassie–Wenzel transition was found to occur in one
step without remaining nanoplastrons (see lower panel in Figure 3c)
and occurred—as observed experimentally—immediately for
hydrophilic surfaces and at an elevated pressure for hydrophobic
surfaces.

DISCUSSION

Our combined approach of experiment and simulation (Figures 1–3)
provides new insights into the structural and chemical origins of the
protection of springtail skin against wetting: Enforced wetting of a
series of nanoimprinted polymer replicas and numerical FEM
simulations clearly identified the nanoscopic primary granules of
the cuticle to have a decisive role in liquid repellence. Specifically, the
overhangs of the nanoscopic granules were concluded to effectively
retain air (nanoplastrons) upon wetting, resulting in a solely
structural wetting barrier even for liquids with low surface tension.
Thus, our data prove the recently proposed geometrical control over
wetting of Collembola skin,10 supporting and extending findings on
engineered omniphobic surfaces.37–39 Furthermore, the Cassie–
Wenzel transition at elevated pressures was observed to occur as a
stepwise process, enabling a reversible partial wetting due to
nanoplastrons remaining entrapped inside the skin nanocavities,
which facilitates recovery of the de-wetted state upon pressure
reduction. The resulting last barrier against complete wetting can,
for example, effectively protect springtails against suffocation in rain
(rain droplets have a dynamic pressure in the range from 100 to
1000hPa).40 As wetting is a prerequisite for the attachment of
microorganisms, the minimized wetting area similarly restricts the
settlement of various bacteria and fungi occurring in the habitat of
springtails.
Taken together, our studies revealed that the protective design

principle of springtail skin critically depends on the nanotopography
of the cuticle. We show that even intrinsically hydrophilic materials
can resist wetting when structured according to this principle.
Combining the nanoarchitecture of springtail skin with hydrophobic
coatings was demonstrated to increase the barrier against wetting still
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further—beyond the characteristics of the natural template. The
newly garnered understanding of the protective topography could
pave the way for synthetic materials that effectively and durably resist
wetting and biofouling.
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